Real case

TOTAL Selects Arioflow to Manage Inspections
safety of fuel transportation

The activity of TOTAL
TOTAL is the world’s fifth largest internationally listed integrated
petroleum group and a major player in the field of chemistry.
Present on five continents, the group operates in more than 130
countries and has more than 100,000 employees.

Challenge
Every day, TOTAL and its partners deliver the fuel to supply
service stations in the countries covered by its various
subsidiaries. In order to respond to the safety issues established
by the group, random checks are carried out on trucks, service
stations and carriers. The adoption of a mobile solution aims
to automate the processing of safety inspection sheets by
including all the interactions between TOTAL and its third
parties (carriers and service station owners) via an application
and interfaces common.

Key informations:
Trade: Transport of fuel
Application: safety inspections
Solution: Arioflow on tablet
Country: France, Belgium, Africa (35 countries)

Arioflow solution

Benefits:
- Fluidification of the inspection process:
managers / inspectors / subcontractors
(transport companies)
- Increased efficiency of field agents
- Reduced administrative costs (re-keying
of reports, storage, printing costs)

About Arioflow Innovation

TOTAL inspectors are equipped with tablets on which they have
installed the Arioflow application from the blinds. By logging in,
they synchronize with the server, access their mission orders
and custom inspection forms. Once the inspections are done
and the data is sent to the server, specific actions are triggered
depending on the nature of the controls and the configured
workflow. In the event of a serious failure identified, carriers are
notified and a corrective action request is opened on a dedicated
extranet. All the field data produced by the stakeholders are
gathered in visual dashboards allowing managers to evaluate
the performance of teams and subcontractors and to identify
security trends.

Arioflow publishes a cloud collaborative
platform for field inspections and controls.
With Arioflow, organizations and inspection
specialists prevent risks, optimize quality
control, reduce field operations costs, and
improve the customer experience.

« Arioflow is a reliable and sustainable solution »
says Frédéric Landrieu,
Transportation Safety Coordinator at TOTAL
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